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spymaster and chief assassin, Sandor Ott; and the enigmatic Dr. Chadfallow, a
longtime friend to Pazel's family whose kind words may hide a vicious betrayal. As
the Chathrand navigates treacherous waters to complete its mission, Pazel, Thasha,
and their allies-including a singularly heroic rat-must also navigate a
treacherous web of intrigue to uncover the secret of the legendary Red Wolf.
Praise for The Red Wolf Conspiracy “What can I say about a book as exciting and
fresh as The Red Wolf Conspiracy? I can't remember when I've been so enthralled.
Maybe when I first read Philip Pullman. This is one terrific read.”—Terry Brooks
“Wonderfully inventive—Robert Redick is an extraordinary talent.”—Karen Miller,
author of The Innocent Mage
The Lady of Kingdoms Suzannah Rowntree 2019-11-26 Magic made her a warrior.
Justice will make her a legend. Jerusalem, 1180: A catastrophe destroyed Marta
Bessarion's family and whisked her away from everything she once knew. Now, armed
with a magic spear and a burning thirst for justice, Marta vows to protect her new
home and family, no matter the cost. But trouble is brewing in the glittering
palaces of Jerusalem... The young Leper King, Baldwin, is dying. Before he goes,
Baldwin must choose a successor...but every choice is a bad one. An innocent
child, exploited by stronger men? A crafty cousin who has already tried to snatch
the crown? Or his brilliant, passionate sister who is determined to rule - even if
it triggers a war? When enemy armies muster on the kingdom's borders, Marta
charges into battle. But when Baldwin's choice puts her newfound family at risk,
Marta finds herself fighting a new kind of battle - one in which intrigue,
deception, and betrayal are the weapons. To save the kingdom, she’ll need more
than a magic spear to destroy its enemies. She'll need a saint to save its soul.
The Lady of Kingdoms is Book 2 in the Watchers of Outremer series (though you
don’t have to read Book 1 first). Wonder Woman meets City of Brass in this
thrilling historical fantasy featuring lady knights, fierce princesses, and
eldritch dragon angels! Read it now!
Red Sister Mark Lawrence 2018-02-27 The international bestselling author of the
Broken Empire and the Red Queen’s War trilogies begins a stunning epic fantasy
series about a secretive order of holy warriors... At the Convent of Sweet Mercy,
young girls are raised to be killers. In some few children the old bloods show,
gifting rare talents that can be honed to deadly or mystic effect. But even the
mistresses of sword and shadow don’t truly understand what they have purchased
when Nona Grey is brought to their halls. A bloodstained child of nine falsely
accused of murder, guilty of worse, Nona is stolen from the shadow of the noose.
It takes ten years to educate a Red Sister in the ways of blade and fist, but
under Abbess Glass’s care there is much more to learn than the arts of death.
Among her class Nona finds a new family—and new enemies. Despite the security and
isolation of the convent, Nona’s secret and violent past finds her out, drawing
with it the tangled politics of a crumbling empire. Her arrival sparks old feuds
to life, igniting vicious struggles within the church and even drawing the eye of
the emperor himself. Beneath a dying sun, Nona Grey must master her inner demons,
then loose them on those who stand in her way.
Holy Sister Mark Lawrence 2020-02-25 The searing conclusion of the thrilling epic
fantasy trilogy that saw a young girl trained by an arcane order of nuns grow into
the fiercest of warriors... They came against her as a child. Now they face the
woman. The ice is advancing, the Corridor narrowing, and the empire is under siege
from the Scithrowl in the east and the Durns in the west. Everywhere, the
emperor’s armies are in retreat. Nona Grey faces the final challenges that must be
overcome if she is to become a full sister in the order of her choice. But it
seems unlikely that she and her friends will have time to earn a nun’s habit
before war is on their doorstep. Even a warrior like Nona cannot hope to turn the
tide of war. The shiphearts offer strength that she might use to protect those she
loves, but it’s a power that corrupts. A final battle is coming in which she will
be torn between friends, unable to save them all. A battle in which her own demons
will try to unmake her. A battle in which hearts will be broken, lovers lost,
thrones burned.
The Lies of Locke Lamora Scott Lynch 2007-06-26 “Remarkable . . . Scott Lynch’s
first novel, The Lies of Locke Lamora, exports the suspense and wit of a cleverly
constructed crime caper into an exotic realm of fantasy, and the result is
engagingly entertaining.”—The Times (London) An orphan’s life is harsh—and often
short—in the mysterious island city of Camorr. But young Locke Lamora dodges death
and slavery, becoming a thief under the tutelage of a gifted con artist. As leader
of the band of light-fingered brothers known as the Gentleman Bastards, Locke is
soon infamous, fooling even the underworld’s most feared ruler. But in the shadows
lurks someone still more ambitious and deadly. Faced with a bloody coup that
threatens to destroy everyone and everything that holds meaning in his mercenary
life, Locke vows to beat the enemy at his own brutal game—or die trying. Praise
for The Lies of Locke Lamora “Fresh, original, and engrossing . . . gorgeously
realized.”—George R. R. Martin “Right now, in the full flush of a second reading,
I think The Lies of Locke Lamora is probably in my top ten favorite books ever.
Maybe my top five. If you haven’t read it, you should. If you have read it, you
should probably read it again.”—Patrick Rothfuss, New York Times bestselling
author of The Name of the Wind “A unique fantasy milieu peopled by absorbing,
colorful characters . . . Locke’s wit and audacity endear him to victims and
bystanders alike.”—The Seattle Times “A true genre bender, at home on almost any
kind of fiction shelf . . . Lynch immediately establishes himself as a gifted and
fearless storyteller, unafraid of comparisons to Silverberg and Jordan, not to
mention David Liss and even Dickens.”—Booklist (starred review) “High-octane
fantasy . . . a great swashbuckling yarn of a novel.”—Richard Morgan
Mistborn Trilogy Brandon Sanderson 2011-02-01 This discounted ebundle includes:
Mistborn: The Final Empire, The Well of Ascension, The Hero of Ages From #1 New
York Times bestselling author Brandon Sanderson, the Mistborn trilogy is a heist
story of political intrigue and magical, martial-arts action. For a thousand years
the ash fell and no flowers bloomed. For a thousand years the Skaa slaved in
misery and lived in fear. For a thousand years the Lord Ruler, the "Sliver of
Infinity," reigned with absolute power and ultimate terror, divinely invincible.
This saga dares to ask a simple question: What if the hero of prophecy fails?
Mistborn: The Final Empire — Kelsier, a brilliant thief has turned his talents to
the ultimate caper, with the Lord Ruler as the mark. Kel's plan is the ultimate
long shot, until luck brings a ragged girl named Vin into the fold. But she will
have to learn to trust if she is to master powers of which she never dreamed. The
Well of Ascension — Evil has been defeated; the war has just begun. Vin, the
street urchin who has become the most powerful Mistborn in the land, and Elend
Venture, the idealistic young nobleman who loves her, must build a healthy new

Road Brothers Mark Lawrence 2020-06-25 A volume of short stories by the
bestselling author of THE BROKEN EMPIRE series, Mark Lawrence This is a collection
of fourteen stories of murder, mayhem, pathos, and philosophy, all set in the
world of the Broken Empire. Within these pages, you will find tales of men such as
Red Kent, Sir Makin, Rike, Burlow and the Nuban, telling of their origins and the
events that forged them. There is Jorg himself, striding the page as a child of
six, as a teenage wanderer and as a young king. And then there is a tale about
Prince Jalan Kendeth - liar, cheat, womaniser and coward. To the new reader,
welcome to a lawless world where wit and sword are the most useful weapons, and
danger lurks as much in candle-lit palaces as in dark alleys and dense woodland.
To those who have already journeyed with Jorg, we hope you will enjoy renewing old
acquaintances with your favourite characters.
Prince of Thorns Limited Edition Mark Lawrence 2021-08 The path to the throne is
broken--only the broken may walk it.The Broken Empire trilogy tells the tale of
JorgAncrath. It is also the story of armies clashing,cities falling, kingdoms won
and lost, and of theremaking of an empire. One narrative shadowsthe other. The
singular struggle of a brokenchild growing into a man, seeking meaning andpurpose
is mirrored on a larger stage by his conquestof a broken empire.¿¿I am Jorg of
Ancrath. I take what I want, and allof it is never enough.To reach the throne
requires that a man journey.Even a path paved with good intentions can leadto
hell, and my intentions were never good.This is where the wise man turns away.
This iswhere the holy kneel and call on God. Theseare the last miles, my brothers.
Don't look tome to save you. Don't think I will not spendyou. Run if you have the
wit. Pray if you havethe soul. Stand your ground if courage is yours.But don't
follow me.Follow me, and I will break your heart.
The River of Shadows Robert V. S. Redick 2011-04-19 In the gripping sequel to
Robert V. S. Redick’s acclaimed epic fantasy novels The Red Wolf Conspiracy and
The Ruling Sea, the crew of the vast, ancient ship Chathrand have reached the
shores of the legendary southern empire of Bali Adro. Many have died in the
crossing, and the alliance of rebels, led by the tarboy Pazel Pathkendle and the
warrior Thasha Isiq, has faced death, betrayal, and darkest magic. But nothing has
prepared them for the radically altered face of humanity in the South. They have
little time to recover from the shock, however. For with landfall, the battle
between the rebels and centuries-old sorcerer Arunis enters its final phase. At
stake is control of the Nilstone, a cursed relic that promises unlimited power to
whoever unlocks the secrets of its use—but death to those who fail. And no one is
closer to mastering the Stone than Arunis. Desperate to stop him, Pazel and Thasha
must join forces with their enemies, including the depraved Captain Rose and the
imperial assassin Sandor Ott. But when a suspicious young crewmember turns his
attentions to Thasha, it is the young lovers themselves who are divided—most
conveniently for Arunis. As the mage’s triumph draws near, the allies face a
terrible choice: to break their oaths and run for safety, or to hunt the world’s
most dangerous sorcerer through the strange and deadly dream kingdom known as the
River of Shadows, and to face him a last time among the traps and horrors of his
lair. Brimming with high adventure, dark enchantment, and unforgettable
characters, The River of Shadows deftly secures Redick’s place in the ranks of
epic fantasy’s most original and enthralling storytellers.
The Girl and the Mountain Mark Lawrence 2021-04-13 The second novel in the
thrilling and epic new fantasy series from the international bestselling author of
Red Sister and Prince of Thorns. On the planet Abeth there is only the ice. And
the Black Rock. For generations the priests of the Black Rock have reached out
from their mountain to steer the fate of the ice tribes. With their Hidden God,
their magic and their iron, the priests’ rule has never been questioned. But when
ice triber Yaz challenged their authority, she was torn away from the only life
she had ever known, and forced to find a new path for herself. Yaz has lost her
friends and found her enemies. She has a mountain to climb, and even if she can
break the Hidden God’s power, her dream of a green world lies impossibly far to
the south, across a vast emptiness of ice. Before the journey can even start, she
has to find out what happened to the ones she loves and save those that can be
saved. Abeth holds its secrets close, but the stars shine brighter for Yaz and she
means to unlock the truth.
The Causal Angel Hannu Rajaniemi 2014-07-15 With his infectious love of
storytelling in all its forms, his rich characterization and his unrivaled grasp
of thrillingly bizarre cutting-edge science, Hannu Rajaniemi swiftly set a new
benchmark for Science Fiction in the 21st century. Now, with his third novel, he
completes the tale of the many lives, and minds, of gentleman rogue Jean de
Flambeur. Influenced as much by the fin de siècle novels of Maurice leBlanc as he
is by the greats of SF, Rajaniemi weaves intricate, warm capers through dazzling
science, extraordinary visions of a wild future,and deep conjectures on the nature
of reality and story. In The Causal Angel we will discover the ultimate fates of
Jean, his employer Miele, the independently minded ship Perhonnen, and the rest of
a fractured and diverse humanity flung throughout the solar system. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Red Wolf Conspiracy Robert V. S. Redick 2009-04-28 Already a publishing
sensation in England, The Red Wolf Conspiracy marks the debut of a remarkably
gifted young writer. Robert V. S. Redick has been compared to Philip Pullman,
George R. R. Martin, and China Miéville, among others, and like them he is a
spellbinding storyteller, unafraid to sail his imagination into uncharted waters.
With The Red Wolf Conspiracy he launches the first book of a trilogy destined to
take its place among the classics of epic fantasy. The Imperial Merchant Ship
Chathrand is the last of her kind. Six hundred years old, the secrets of her
construction long forgotten, the massive vessel dwarfs every other sailing craft
in the world. It is a palace with sails, a floating outpost of the Empire of
Arqual. And it is on its most vital mission yet: to deliver a young woman whose
marriage will seal the peace between Arqual and its mortal enemy, the secretive
Mzithrin Empire. But the young woman in question-Thasha, the daughter of the
Arquali ambassador-has no intention of going meekly to the altar. For the ship's
true mission is not peace but war-a war that threatens to unleash an ancient, allconsuming evil. As the dark conspiracy at the heart of the voyage unfurls, Pazel
Pathkendle, a lowly tarboy with an uncanny gift, will find himself in an unlikely
alliance with Thasha and her protectors: Hercól, a valet who is more than he
appears; Dri, the queen of a race of tiny stowaways who have their own plans for
the great ship; and Ramachni, a powerful sorcerer from another world. Arrayed
against them are the Chathrand's brutal captain, Nilus Rose; the Emperor's
prince-of-thorns-the-broken-empire
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society in the ashes of an empire. The Hero of Ages — The Deepness has returned,
along with unusually heavy ashfalls and powerful earthquakes. Humanity appears to
be doomed. Vin and Eland investigate the past to save the future, and in the end,
sacrifices must be made. Other Tor books by Brandon Sanderson The Cosmere The
Stormlight Archive The Way of Kings Words of Radiance Edgedancer (Novella)
Oathbringer The Mistborn trilogy Mistborn: The Final Empire The Well of Ascension
The Hero of Ages Mistborn: The Wax and Wayne series Alloy of Law Shadows of Self
Bands of Mourning Collection Arcanum Unbounded Other Cosmere novels Elantris
Warbreaker The Alcatraz vs. the Evil Librarians series Alcatraz vs. the Evil
Librarians The Scrivener's Bones The Knights of Crystallia The Shattered Lens The
Dark Talent The Rithmatist series The Rithmatist Other books by Brandon Sanderson
The Reckoners Steelheart Firefight Calamity At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Wheel of Osheim Mark Lawrence 2016-06-07 From the international bestselling
author of the Broken Empire Trilogy, the thrilling conclusion to the Red Queen’s
War... All the horrors of Hell stand between Snorri ver Snagason and the rescue of
his family, if indeed the dead can be rescued. For Jalan Kendeth, getting out
alive and with Loki’s key is all that matters. Loki’s creation can open any lock,
any door, and it may also be the key to Jalan’s fortune back in the living world.
Jalan plans to return to the three w’s that have been the core of his idle and
debauched life: wine, women, and wagering. Fate, however, has other plans, larger
plans. The Wheel of Osheim is turning ever faster, and it will crack the world
unless it’s stopped. When the end of all things looms, and there’s nowhere to run,
even the worst coward must find new answers. Jalan and Snorri face many dangers,
from the corpse hordes of the Dead King to the many mirrors of the Lady Blue, but
in the end, fast or slow, the Wheel of Osheim always pulls you back. In the end,
it’s win or die.
The Fractal Prince Hannu Rajaniemi 2012-09-27 "The good thing is, no one will ever
die again. The bad thing is, everyone will want to." A physicist receives a
mysterious paper. The ideas in it are far, far ahead of current thinking and
quite, quite terrifying. In a city of "fast ones," shadow players, and jinni, two
sisters contemplate a revolution. And on the edges of reality a thief, helped by a
sardonic ship, is trying to break into a Schrödinger box for his patron. In the
box is his freedom. Or not. Jean de Flambeur is back. And he's running out of
time. In Hannu Rajaniemi's sparkling follow-up to the critically acclaimed
international sensation The Quantum Thief, he returns to his awe-inspiring vision
of the universe...and we discover what the future held for Earth. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Liar's Key Mark Lawrence 2016-05-31 From the international bestselling author
of the Broken Empire trilogy comes the second book of the Red Queen’s War... After
harrowing adventure and near death, Prince Jalan Kendeth and the Viking Snorri ver
Snagason find themselves in possession of Loki’s key, an artefact capable of
opening any door and sought by the most dangerous beings in the Broken
Empire—including the Dead King. Jal wants only to return home to his wine, women,
and song, but Snorri has his own purpose for the key: to find the very door into
death, throw it wide, and bring his family back into the land of the living. And
as Snorri prepares for his quest to find death’s door, Jal’s grandmother, the Red
Queen, continues to manipulate kings and pawns toward an endgame of her own
design...
Prince of Fools Mark Lawrence 2015-05-26 International bestselling author Mark
Lawrence continues the bold new world of dark fantasy he created in the Broken
Empire trilogy with the first book of the Red Queen's War... For all her reign the
Red Queen has fought the long war, contested in secret, against the powers that
stand behind nations, for higher stakes than land or gold. Her greatest weapon is
The Silent Sister—unseen by most and unspoken of by all. The Red Queen’s grandson,
Prince Jalan Kendeth—drinker, gambler, seducer of women—is one who can see The
Silent Sister. Content with his role as a minor royal, Jal pretends that the
hideous crone is not there. But war with the undead is coming, and the Red Queen
has called on her family to defend the realm. Jal thinks that nothing that will
affect him. He's wrong... After escaping a death trap set by the Silent Sister,
Jal finds his fate magically intertwined with a fierce Norse warrior. As the two
undertake a journey to undo the spell, encountering grave dangers, willing women,
and an upstart prince named Jorg Ancrath along the way, Jalan gradually catches a
glimmer of the truth: he and the Norseman are but pieces in a game—and the Red
Queen controls the board.
The Mortal Blade Christopher Mitchell 2020-08-23
The Forgetting Moon Brian Lee Durfee 2018-01-22 A royal family in chaos, a country
under attack, a prophecy of lies. Magic, betrayal and epic battles War has come to
the Five Isles. A merciless host driven by the Angel Prince, Aeros, has its sights
on the unconquered kingdom of Gul Kana. Its ruling family are fractured. The newly
crowned king reigns in paranoid isolation, and his two sisters have troubles of
their own. Jondralyn wants to prove her worth as a warrior, while Tala has
uncovered a secret that may destroy the entire kingdom. Hidden at the edge of Gul
Kana, however, is Nail. An orphan taken by the enigmatic Shawcroft to a remote
whaling village, he is now a young man who may be the salvation of the entire Five
Isles... A dark and epic fantasy perfect for fans of Mark Lawrence, Brent Weeks
and George R.R. Martin. ‘This is an epic, EPIC fantasy’ Rob Bedford, SFFWorld.com
‘Durfee writes with genuine passion, bringing his world fully to life with
abounding detail and brisk, gutsy action... an outstanding debut’ John Marco,
bestselling author of The Forever Knight and the Tyrants and Kings trilogy ‘This
is high fantasy in the vein of Stephen R. Donaldson or David Eddings, with
generous helpings from George R. R. Martin. Durfee’s world building is
exceptional’ Booklist ‘Plenty of well-crafted spectacle, thrills, suspense, blood,
thunder and general sense of wonder’ Locus magazine 'The battle scenes were, to
say the least, epic and so immersive.’ Reader reviewer
The Broken Empire Series Books 1 and 2: Prince of Thorns, King of Thorns Mark
Lawrence 2013-06-06 Books one and two of the critically-acclaimed debut fantasy
trilogy The Broken Empire by Mark Lawrence. This bundle includes Prince of Thorns
and King of Thorns.
The Broken Empire: Prince of thorns Mark Lawrence 2011
Blood and Treachery J. D. Kirk 2019-12-13 How far would you go to bury the
truth?While searching for a missing hill walker, Glencoe Mountain Rescue Team
uncovers a body - just not the one they were looking for.Still dealing with the
fallout from their last case, DCI Jack Logan and his team venture south from
Inverness to investigate a brutal, gangland-style execution in the wilds of the
Highland countryside.As the victim's dark secrets are gradually revealed, Jack
uncovers the rot lurking beneath the stunning scenery, making himself the target
of a criminal more dangerous than any he has faced before.If he isn't careful, it
won't just be a murder he's dealing with in Glencoe. It'll be a massacre.'Blood
and Treachery' is the fourth book by number one Amazon bestselling author, JD
Kirk, and perfect for fans of Tartan Noir.
One Word Kill Mark Lawrence 2019-05 Ready Player One meets Stranger Things in this
new novel by the bestselling author who George RR Martin describes as "an
excellent writer." In January 1986, fifteen-year-old boy-genius Nick Hayes
discovers he's dying. And it isn't even the strangest thing to happen to him that
week. Nick and his Dungeons & Dragons-playing friends are used to living in their
imaginations. But when a new girl, Mia, joins the group and reality becomes
weirder than the fantasy world they visit in their weekly games, none of them are
prince-of-thorns-the-broken-empire

prepared for what comes next. A strange--yet curiously familiar--man is following
Nick, with abilities that just shouldn't exist. And this man bears a cryptic
message: Mia's in grave danger, though she doesn't know it yet. She needs Nick's
help--now. He finds himself in a race against time to unravel an impossible
mystery and save the girl. And all that stands in his way is a probably terminal
disease, a knife-wielding maniac and the laws of physics. Challenge accepted.
Seventh Decimate Stephen R. Donaldson 2017-11-14 The acclaimed author of the
Thomas Covenant Chronicles launches a powerful new trilogy about a prince’s
desperate quest for a sorcerous library to save his people. Fire. Wind.
Pestilence. Earthquake. Drought. Lightning. These are the six Decimates, wielded
by sorcerers for both good and evil. But a seventh Decimate exists—the most
devastating one of all... For centuries, the realms of Belleger and Amika have
been at war, with sorcerers from both sides harnessing the Decimates to rain blood
and pain upon their enemy. But somehow, in some way, the Amikans have discovered
and invoked a seventh Decimate, one that strips all lesser sorcery of its power.
And now the Bellegerins stand defenseless. Prince Bifalt, eldest son of the
Bellegerin King, would like to see the world wiped free of sorcerers. But it is he
who is charged with finding the repository of all of their knowledge, to locate
the book of the seventh Decimate—and reverse the fate of his land. All hope rests
with Prince Bifalt. But the legendary library, which may or may not exist, lies
beyond an unforgiving desert and treacherous mountains—and beyond the borders of
his own experience. Wracked by hunger and fatigue, sacrificing loyal men along the
way, Prince Bifalt will discover that there is a game being played by those far
more powerful than he could ever imagine. And that he is nothing but a pawn...
The Complete Broken Empire Trilogy: Prince of Thorns, King of Thorns, Emperor of
Thorns Mark Lawrence 2014-11-06 The complete, critically-acclaimed debut fantasy
trilogy: The Broken Empire by Mark Lawrence. This bundle includes PRINCE OF
THORNS, KING OF THORNS and EMPEROR OF THORNS.
The Fifth Sorceress Robert Newcomb 2002-07-30 In The Fifth Sorceress, Robert
Newcomb conjures a time and place wrought with exquisite detail, characters
vividly drawn and deeply felt, and a history rich in glory and horror, splendor
and secrets. . . . “We gave them a chance once, long ago. . . . We offered to
share power equally, and in peace. But they refused and chose war. With them it
was all or nothing. Wizard against Sorceress. Male against female. Light against
dark.” It is more than three centuries since the ravages of a devastating war
nearly tore apart the kingdom of Eutracia. In its wake, those who masterminded the
bloodshed—a quartet of powerful, conquest-hungry Sorceresses—were sentenced to
exile, with return all but impossible and death all but inevitable. Now a land of
peace and plenty, protected and guided by a council of immortal wizards, Eutracia
is about to crown a new king. And as the coronation approaches, the spirit of
celebration fills every heart. Except one. Prince Tristan is a reluctant monarchto-be. Though born with the “endowed” blood that will give him the power to master
magic, and destined by tradition to succeed his father as ruler, he is a rebel
soul. And when he discovers the ancient, hidden caves where strange red waters
flow—possessed of their own mysterious magic—it only makes him yearn all the more
to escape his future of duty . . . and succumb to the stirrings of enchantment
within him. But more than tradition compels Tristan to ascend the throne. The very
existence of Eutracia depends upon it. For after these long centuries of peace,
dreadful omens have begun to appear, heralding something too unspeakable to
ponder. And if indeed the old evil has returned, hungry to wreak vengeance,
Tristan’s role in an ages-old prophecy must be fulfilled—or the cost to his
kingdom and his people will be beyond imagination. It will be a battle like none
ever known, against an enemy whose thirst for blood and domination is depthless
and unyielding. And for Tristan, it will be the ultimate challenge: facing an
adversary whose greatest weapon is the person he loves most—transformed into the
instrument of his annihilation . . . and the catalyst that will doom Eutracia
forever to darkness.
The Liar's Key Mark Lawrence 2015-06-02 From the international bestselling author
of the Broken Empire trilogy comes the second book of the Red Queen’s War... After
harrowing adventure and near death, Prince Jalan Kendeth and the Viking Snorri ver
Snagason find themselves in possession of Loki’s key, an artefact capable of
opening any door and sought by the most dangerous beings in the Broken
Empire—including the Dead King. Jal wants only to return home to his wine, women,
and song, but Snorri has his own purpose for the key: to find the very door into
death, throw it wide, and bring his family back into the land of the living. And
as Snorri prepares for his quest to find death’s door, Jal’s grandmother, the Red
Queen, continues to manipulate kings and pawns toward an endgame of her own
design...
Kagen the Damned Jonathan Maberry 2022-05-10 Kagen the Damned marks the first
installment of an exciting new series of dark epic fantasy novels from bestselling
author Jonathan Maberry. Sworn by Oath Kagen Vale is the trusted and feared
captain of the palace guard, charged with protection of the royal children of the
Silver Empire. But one night, Kagen is drugged and the entire imperial family is
killed, leaving the empire in ruins. Abandoned by the Gods Haunted and broken,
Kagen is abandoned by his gods and damned forever. He becomes a wanderer, trying
to take down as many of his enemies as possible while plotting to assassinate the
usurper, the deadly Witch-king of Hakkia. While all around him magic—long banished
from the world—returns in strange and terrifying ways. Fueled by Rage To exact his
vengeance, Kagen must venture into strange lands, battle bizarre and terrifying
creatures, and gather allies for a suicide mission into the heart of the Witchking’s empire. Kings and gods will fear him. Kagen the Damned
Kings of the Wyld Nicholas Eames 2017-02-21 A retired group of legendary
mercenaries get the band back together for one last impossible mission in this
award-winning debut epic fantasy. "Fantastic, funny, ferocious." - Sam Sykes Clay
Cooper and his band were once the best of the best, the most feared and renowned
crew of mercenaries this side of the Heartwyld. Their glory days long past, the
mercs have grown apart and grown old, fat, drunk, or a combination of the three.
Then an ex-bandmate turns up at Clay's door with a plea for help--the kind of
mission that only the very brave or the very stupid would sign up for. It's time
to get the band back together. WINNER OF THE DAVID GEMMELL MORNINGSTAR AWARD FOR
BEST FANTASY DEBUT.WINNER OF THE REDDIT/FANTASY AWARD FOR BEST DEBUT FANTASY
NOVEL. For more from Nicholas Eames, check out: Bloody Rose
Prince of Thorns Mark Lawrence 2012-07-31 BOOK ONE IN THE BROKEN EMPIRE TRILOGY
“Prince of Thorns deserves attention as the work of an iconoclast who seems
determined to turn that familiar thing, Medievalesque Fantasy Trilogy, entirely on
its head.”—Locus When he was nine, he watched as his mother and brother were
killed before him. By the time he was thirteen, he was the leader of a band of
bloodthirsty thugs. By fifteen, he intends to be king... It’s time for Prince
Honorous Jorg Ancrath to return to the castle he turned his back on, to take
what’s rightfully his. Since the day he hung pinned on the thorns of a briar patch
and watched Count Renar’s men slaughter his mother and young brother, Jorg has
been driven to vent his rage. Life and death are no more than a game to him—and he
has nothing left to lose. But treachery awaits him in his father’s castle.
Treachery and dark magic. No matter how fierce his will, can one young man conquer
enemies with power beyond his imagining?
King of Thorns Mark Lawrence 2013-07-30 In book two of the Broken Empire trilogy,
the boy who would be king has gained the throne—but the crown is a heavy weight to
bear... At age nine, Prince Honorous Jorg Ancrath vowed to avenge his slaughtered
mother and brother—and to punish his father for not doing so. At fifteen, he began
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Low Town Daniel Polansky 2012-08-07 Drug dealers, hustlers, brothels, dirty
politics, corrupt cops . . . and sorcery. Welcome to Low Town. In the forgotten
back alleys and flophouses that lie in the shadows of Rigus, the finest city of
the Thirteen Lands, you will find Low Town. It is an ugly place, and its champion
is an ugly man. Disgraced intelligence agent. Forgotten war hero. Independent drug
dealer. After a fall from grace five years ago, a man known as the Warden leads a
life of crime, addicted to cheap violence and expensive drugs. Every day is a
constant hustle to find new customers and protect his turf from low-life
competition like Tancred the Harelip and Ling Chi, the enigmatic crime lord of the
heathens. The Warden’s life of drugged iniquity is shaken by his discovery of a
murdered child down a dead-end street . . . setting him on a collision course with
the life he left behind. As a former agent with Black House—the secret police—he
knows better than anyone that murder in Low Town is an everyday thing, the kind of
crime that doesn’t get investigated. To protect his home, he will take part in a
dangerous game of deception between underworld bosses and the psychotic head of
Black House, but the truth is far darker than he imagines. In Low Town, no one can
be trusted. Daniel Polansky has crafted a thrilling novel steeped in noir
sensibilities and relentless action, and set in an original world of stunning
imagination, leading to a gut-wrenching, unforeseeable conclusion. Low Town is an
attention-grabbing debut that will leave readers riveted . . . and hungry for
more.
Beneath Cruel Fathoms Anela Deen 2019-04-29 After a violent storm destroys her
ship, Isaura Johansdottir knows better than to hope she'll be rescued from
Eisland's vast Failock Sea. Adrift and alone, her plans to start over lost, it's a
tragic conclusion after the disastrous end of her marriage--until she's saved by
Leonel, one of the merfolk, a creature long believed extinct. In repayment for her
life, Leonel enlists her help to investigate the Failock's mysterious and deadly
plague of squalls. When Isaura discovers Eisland's ruthless new Lord commands the
storms, her life will be in more danger on land than it ever was at sea.As
guardian of the Fathoms, Leonel must find the cause of unnatural storms ravaging
the tidal currents and destroying the sea life. There are rumors of dark magic
stirring in the Orom Abyss, the resting place of old, vanquished gods who tried to
submerge the land millennia ago. Yet without proof, no one in King Ægir's court
will listen to him. And if it's discovered he broke the Blue Laws to save a
shipwrecked landweller, he might not survive the consequences.As storms spread,
Leonel and Isaura uncover secrets as forbidden as the bond that grows between
them. Betrayal lurks in the restless sea, and when ancient powers lay siege to
Eisland's coast, the truth may be drowned along with everything else.Preorder
before May 17th and receive a free novella, coloring book, and a chance at grand
prizes: https://bit.ly/2YoYhrj
Grey Sister Mark Lawrence 2018-04-03 The second novel in a brilliant fantasy
trilogy from the international bestselling author of Prince of Thorns. Behind its
walls, the Convent of Sweet Mercy has trained young girls to hone their skills for
centuries. In Mystic Class, Novice Nona Grey has begun to learn the secrets of the
universe. But so often even the deepest truths just make our choices harder.
Before she leaves the convent, Nona must choose which order to dedicate herself
to—and whether her path will lead to a life of prayer and service or one of the
blade and the fist. All that stands between her and these choices are the pride of
a thwarted assassin, the designs of a would-be empress wielding the Inquisition
like a knife, and the vengeance of the empire's richest lord. As the world narrows
around her, and her enemies attack her through the system she is sworn to, Nona
must find her own path despite the competing pulls of friendship, revenge,
ambition, and loyalty. And in all this only one thing is certain: there will be
blood.
Emperor of Thorns Mark Lawrence 2014-05-27 In the final novel in the Broken Empire
Trilogy, the boy who would rule all may have finally met his match... King Jorg
Ancrath is twenty now—and king of seven nations. His goal—revenge against his
father—has not yet been realized, and the demons that haunt him have only grown
stronger. Yet no matter how tortured his path, he intends to take the next step in
his upward climb. Jorg would be emperor. It is a position not to be gained by the
sword but rather by vote. And never in living memory has anyone secured a majority
of the vote, leaving the Broken Empire long without a leader. Jorg plans to change
that. He’s uncovered the lost technology of the land, and he won’t hesitate to use
it. But he soon finds an adversary standing in his way, a necromancer unlike any
he has ever faced—a figure hated and feared even more than himself: the Dead King.
Royal Escape Georgette Heyer 2008-06-01 A fascinating look into a tumultuous
interlude in British history and the life of Bonnie Prince Charlie. This
brilliantly entertaining novel is a fictionalization of the true story of Charles
II (May 29, 1630 February 6,1685), charting his daring flight to France after the
Battle of Worcester, where Cromwell and his Protestant forces defeated the
Catholic king.For six weeks, Charles' life was in danger as he hid in the English
countryside, disguised as a servant, unable to find a way across heavily guarded
borders.His loyal courtiers were appalled by the ease and glee with which he
adopted his new humble identity, insisting on chatting and even drinking with
ostlers and houseboys.Two young women were instrumental in his eventual escape and
one of them became a lifelong friend of the exiled king.

to fulfill that vow. Now, at eighteen, he must fight for what he has taken by
torture and treachery. Haunted by the pain of his past, and plagued by nightmares
of the atrocities he has committed, King Jorg is filled with rage. And even as his
need for revenge continues to consume him, an overwhelming enemy force marches on
his castle. Jorg knows that he cannot win a fair fight. But he has found a longhidden cache of ancient artifacts. Some might call them magic. Jorg is not
certain—all he knows is that their secrets can be put to terrible use in the
coming battle...
Criminal Vol. 6: The Last Of The Innocent Ed Brubaker 2015-07-01 WINNER OF THE
EISNER AWARD FOR BEST LIMITED SERIES! BRUBAKER and PHILLIPS's gorgeous new
CRIMINAL editions finally gets to the most critically-acclaimed and innovative
piece of pulp fiction they've ever done. It's "like Watchmen for the Archie set"
as CRIMINAL reaches new heights.
The Broken Empire Mark Lawrence 2016-11-01 The path to the throne is broken'only
the broken may walk it.The Broken Empire trilogy tells the tale of JorgAncrath. It
is also the story of armies clashing,cities falling, kingdoms won and lost, and of
theremaking of an empire. One narrative shadowsthe other. The singular struggle of
a brokenchild growing into a man, seeking meaning andpurpose is mirrored on a
larger stage by his conquestof a broken empire.'?I am Jorg of Ancrath. I take what
I want, and allof it is never enough.To reach the throne requires that a man
journey.Even a path paved with good intentions can leadto hell, and my intentions
were never good.This is where the wise man turns away. This iswhere the holy kneel
and call on God. Theseare the last miles, my brothers. Don't look tome to save
you. Don't think I will not spendyou. Run if you have the wit. Pray if you havethe
soul. Stand your ground if courage is yours.But don't follow me.Follow me, and I
will break your heart.
Spinward Fringe Broadcast 0: Origins Randolph Lalonde 2019-12-03 In the darkest
region of explored space sits a bright beacon; Freeground Station. Serving as a
supply and trading post it is home to a select number of human beings that will
take a desperate chance to make a difference in their end of the galaxy. Contains the entire First Light Chronicles Trilogy. A Space Opera Adventure
enjoyed across the globe by all ages and downloaded over a million times.
The Girl and the Stars Mark Lawrence 2021-02-23 A stunning new epic fantasy series
following a young outcast who must fight with everything she has to survive, set
in the same world as Red Sister. In the ice, east of the Black Rock, there is a
hole into which broken children are thrown. Yaz’s people call it the Pit of the
Missing and now it is drawing her in as she has always known it would. To resist
the cold, to endure the months of night when even the air itself begins to freeze,
requires a special breed. Variation is dangerous, difference is fatal. And Yaz is
not the same. Yaz’s difference tears her from the only life she’s ever known, away
from her family, from the boy she thought she would spend her days with, and has
to carve out a new path for herself in a world whose existence she never
suspected. A world full of difference and mystery and danger. Yaz learns that
Abeth is older and stranger than she had ever imagined. She learns that her
weaknesses are another kind of strength and that the cruel arithmetic of survival
that has always governed her people can be challenged.
The Wheel of Osheim Mark Lawrence 2017-02-28 From the international bestselling
author of the Broken Empire Trilogy, the thrilling conclusion to the Red Queen’s
War... All the horrors of Hell stand between Snorri ver Snagason and the rescue of
his family, if indeed the dead can be rescued. For Jalan Kendeth, getting out
alive and with Loki’s key is all that matters. Loki’s creation can open any lock,
any door, and it may also be the key to Jalan’s fortune back in the living world.
Jalan plans to return to the three w’s that have been the core of his idle and
debauched life: wine, women, and wagering. Fate, however, has other plans, larger
plans. The Wheel of Osheim is turning ever faster, and it will crack the world
unless it’s stopped. When the end of all things looms, and there’s nowhere to run,
even the worst coward must find new answers. Jalan and Snorri face many dangers,
from the corpse hordes of the Dead King to the many mirrors of the Lady Blue, but
in the end, fast or slow, the Wheel of Osheim always pulls you back. In the end,
it’s win or die.
The Girl and the Moon Mark Lawrence 2022-04-26 In the third exhilarating novel in
this dazzling epic fantasy series, a young outcast will fight against staggering
odds to save her world. On the planet Abeth, a narrow Corridor of green land is
surrounded on all sides by ice plains where only the strong survive. Ice triber
Yaz has completed a perilous journey and arrived at the Corridor, and it exceeds
and overwhelms all of her expectations. Everything seems different but some
constants remain: her old enemies are still two steps ahead, bent on her
destruction. She makes her way to the Convent of Sweet Mercy, where nuns train
young girls who show the old gifts, but like the Corridor itself the convent is
packed with peril and opportunity. Yaz has much to learn from the nuns—if they
don’t decide to execute her. The fate of everyone squeezed between the Corridor’s
vast walls, and ultimately the fate of those laboring to survive out on ice
itself, hangs from the moon, and the battle to save the moon centers on the Ark of
the Missing, buried beneath the emperor’s palace. Everyone wants Yaz to be the key
that will open the Ark – the one the wise have sought for generations. But
sometimes wanting isn’t enough.
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